[Unspecified gain of weight?].
In the case of a 49 year old patient, a weight gain of 37 kg occurred during the first weeks of the year 2003, accompanied by a painless increase in the diameter of the upper arms and thighs. This process did spontaneously cease in the summer of 2003, but weight reduction could not be achieved. The diagnosis of multiple symmetrical lipomatosis, also known as Launois-Bensaude syndrome, the first authors to describe the condition in detail in 1898, could be established due to the unique appearance of the patient. Typical features of the disease are the accumulation of multiple lipomata in the shoulder girdle, upper arms, thorax and thighs, whereas the face, the forearms and the shanks are typically excluded. The etiology of the disease is obscure, dietetic intervention is futile, surgical approaches are liposuction or excision of the lipomata. Cessation of alcohol consumption may also be helpful, since the condition is typically associated with present or past alcohol abuse. The disease is usually reported to be rare, but there is reason enough to assume, that it is frequently misdiagnosed as simple truncal obesity.